We have previously shown that the mathematical tech-
We suppose that every departing job exits the system wit h probability y pd; conditioned on not departing the system, the job rejoins the same queue with probability p., and otherwise joins either of the other queues with equal probability.
The state of one queue, say i, in this system can be described by a vector S; = (N;, F;, S;), If an external event is chosen, then new holding times must also be chosen in like fashion for all streams of the queue receiving the departing job.
Note that the transition rates above depend only on the number of fast and slow jobs in service.
As such, these rates are independent of the queueing discipline, 
Experiments
In this section we present the results of experiments performed on the Intel Touchstone Delta multiprocessor [7] , using 16, 64 and 256 processors.
The simulation model we study is that of a fully connected network of central server queueing clusters [1] . A job entering the cluster always visits the CPU queue first. After receiving service there, the job is routed to one of twenty 1/0 servers, chosen uniformly at random, Upon entering service, the job chooses a "fast" service rate of pf with probability P~; it otherwise acquires 'slow" service rate of 1. The job receives an exponentially distributed amount of service, with mean l/v~or mean 1, depending on whether the job is fast or slow. Upon its service completion the job returns to the CPU server with probability p=. Otherwise, some other central server cluster is chosen uniformly at random, and the job is routed to that cluster's CPU queue. Even though the model is too simple in and of itself to warrant treatment by parallel simulation, we use it because it is capable of parametrically representing more complex models.
To achieve a good computation/communication ratio (necessary on the Delta) our study sets pc = 0.99. We also fix the probability of a fast job (pf ) to be 0.01. This selection places stress on our algorithms, because strict uniformization rates must assume that every server is always busy with a fast job, when in fact, fast jobs rarely appear. Our study fixes the number of central server clusters at 256. Finally, we set the CPU service rate to 20, and the slow 1/0 job rate at 1. This ensures that in steady-state the distribution of jobs will be more or less uniform among all queues. We change the load 
